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Forward with Gary Doer
Building on Manitoba’s success, here are our priorities for the next four years.
1. More improvements to health care for you and your family.
z

Including 700 more nurses

z

100 more doctors

z

130 more technologists, nurse practitioners and clinical assistants

z

shorter waiting times

2. Ensure a cleaner, healthier environment.
z

Including new wind power, ethanol and Hydro

z

clean water protection and tough rules on pollution

z

a prosperous, green economy with jobs of the future

3. More skills and education opportunities for young people here at home.
z

Including more skills training with 4,000 more apprenticeships

z

a 60% tuition rebate for new grads who stay here

z

extending the tuition freeze

4. Safer communities.
z

Including 100 more police officers and more crown prosecutors

z

additional firefighters

z

fighting for tougher federal laws

z

more Lighthouses and other activities for youth

5. Building Manitoba for all of us.
z

Including finishing the Floodway expansion

z

building more Hydro dams and clean energy

z

continuing the largest road and highway improvement plan in our history

6. Affordable Manitoba, affordable government.
z

Including raising school funding to 80%, resulting in education property tax relief
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z

balancing the budget

z

further reducing personal and business taxes
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.
7. Protect Manitoba Hydro for the benefit of all.
z

Including your only guarantee that Hydro won’t be privatized

z

keeping the lowest electricity rates in North America

z

Ensuring that all Manitobans benefit from future Hydro development

Gary Doer is a proven, experienced leader who’s there working hard for all
Manitobans.
“Together, we’ve changed Manitoba a lot over the last seven years. Now we’re looking
forward – with confidence and pride in our province’s future. Let’s not go back to the days
of reckless Conservative cuts and privatization that hurt families so much. Let’s move
forward, together.”
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